
Maxcoin, MAX Speed & Security (Keccak/Schnorr)

Maxcoin's Culture is its Community. Join Us.

Maxcoin is an open source, old school (no pre-mine), community driven cryptocurrency featuring next generation encryption SHA-3/Keccak
with Schnorr Signatures. With close to zero fees, fast, block time ~ <1minute, and difficulty retargeted every block with Kimoto Gravity Well,
it's both fast and secure. 
No ICO, No Advertising, No Donations, No Fund Raising, No Bounties, No Airdrops. We do not want your money.  

If you have any questions, feel free to visit our telegram group (https://t.me/joinchat/HesH00iJrEC6UUEfNTHbYw) and meet the team,
friends and community.

Please view our History (https://www.maxcoinproject.org/maxcoin-history) & Roadmap (https://www.maxcoinproject.org/roadmap) to get a
feel of who we are, where we came from and where we are going.

Maxcoin Mission/Principles

Maxcoin pro-actively aligns itself to the core principles of interdependence and decentralisation. Whilst combining the strengths of
individuals through positive teamwork, we are creating a true eco-system of human interaction and collaboration. Maxcoin is here for all.

Maxcoin in the Community

Power to the Maxcoin User 
By matching Maxcoin’s core values and principles to those of the communities, we have created a growing, nurturing and sustainable
environment for every cryptocurrency user, speculator and contributor. Just as Community contribution of time, resources and culture are
invaluable to any startup industry, organisation or society, these contributions play a much greater role at Maxcoin as there is no central
bank/funding system to reward the contributors. The motivation for contribution in an open source project should not be purely for
financial reasons, but of giving back to the community. 
We invite you to take action, contribute and not wait to be invited.

Maxcoin Merchants/Commerce 
With fast and secure transactions and close to 0 transaction fees benefiting both merchants and users, Maxcoin is poised for a unique
position in the cryptocurrency space.  We are now integrating with existing open source projects and 3rd party providers of payment and
merchant services, to create accessible and reliable forms of payments to merchants and users alike. Become a Maxcoin merchant by
integrating Maxcoin payments thru a payment gateway (https://www.maxcoinproject.org/accept-maxcoin) and be listed on our merchants
page (https://www.maxcoinproject.org/merchants).

Cryptocurrency Organic Vs In-Organic Growth

Why organic growth? 
We believe that when a cryptocurrency is allowed to grow organically thru effective management and planning and via developers instead
of marketers & financers it can remain loyal to the core mission. The success of maxcoin will be thru skillful execution and integration, and
not via a quick money grab or funding scheme. Although, the advantages of inorganic growth can be immediate in the cryptocurrency
world, we must not forget that that is the world we are escaping.  

Why NOT in-organic growth? 
Firstly, maxcoin has no funds to support in-organic growth, just humans with a desire to contribute to the network. Secondly, the world of
mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures and market share, things that are prevalent in the ICO/token industrial complex should not be a
keystone of a cryptocurrency. It is accelerated growth based on a promise to the community, ultimately falling short of expectations, a
house of cards. 

Maxcoin Wallets:  

Windows (https://github.com/Max-Coin/maxcoin/releases/tag/v0.9.4.2) | Mac (https://github.com/Max-Coin/maxcoin/releases/tag/v0.9.4.2)
| Mac (https://github.com/Max-Coin/maxcoin/releases/tag/v0.9.4.2) | Paper (https://github.com/Max-Coin/paper-wallet-generator)
Maxcoin Blockchain BitTorrent (magnet:?xt=urn:btih:15659B3B145FABA9166578E67F1C8640F940CEE4&dn=MaxCoin-
blockchain&tr=udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.openbittorrent.com%3a80%2fannounce&tr=udp%3a%2f%2ftracker.opentrackr.org%3a1337%2fannounce)
Maxcoin Bootstrap (https://bootstrap.maxcoinproject.net/)
 

Maxcoin Mining & Price:

Mining Software (https://www.maxcoinproject.org/maxcoin-mining-software) / Mining Guides (https://www.maxcoinproject.org/maxcoin-
mining-guides/)
Mining Pools (https://www.maxcoinproject.org/maxcoin-mining-pools) / Mining Calculators (https://www.maxcoinproject.org/maxcoin-
mining-calculators)
Price & Charts Directory (https://www.maxcoinproject.org/maxcoin-price-and-charts)
(https://www.maxcoinproject.org/maxcoin-price-and-charts)HODL Maxcoin Ticker (https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/hodl-
maxcoin-ticker/kbdhkmpellfjbaplooeakceaaiahjbkn)
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Maxcoin Features:

Algorithm: Keccak (SHA-3)
Signatures: Schnorr
Generation: 100 million MAX
Block time: 1 minute
Block Rewards: 8 coins per block
Halving every ~4 years
Premine: Zero – not premine
Transaction Fees: Close to Zero
Difficulty Retarget: Every block KGW
  

Coming Soon:

iOS & Android Wallet - Preview (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlFiukGSSrg)

Maxcoin Mining  
Renewable Energy Initiative 
Article: Maxcoin Mining Experiment (https://trustmycrypto.com/solar-sha3/)
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